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do is to activate the Iranian Student Association orga

nizations and related politically corrupt elements of the
Palestine Liberation Organizaton.

Nearly 50,000 Iranian students attend u.S. univers

ities giving a wide political and social base to draw

from. Since 1976 and the failure of the "Tar Baby

Option," the Anglo-Jesuit kooks have sought to engage
Muslim Brotherhood forces for an identical project.

To fully appreciate the manner in which this unfold

ing scenario is presently being carried out, there must

be an identification of two key individuals in policy

making positions within the Carter administration, who

are directly accountable for this policy course. National
Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski is the indispen

Greensboro: iob by the
Anti-Defamation League
On Nov. 3 five leaders of the Communist Workers

Party (CWP) were killed and ten others were wounded

by members of the right-wing, terrorist White Alliance

in a shoot-out which erupted at a "Death to the Klan"
rally that the CWP organized in Greensboro, N.C. An

EIR investigation over this past week has uncovered

sable figure in the entire scheme. Without Brzezinski's

the fact that both the left-wing "victims" in the CWP

the Shah and his subsequent support for Khomeini's

acting out in "living theater" fashion a scenario for an

endorsement of the Khomeini regime's overthrow of
policy, none of the present crisis could have occurred.
The other key figure is U.S. Attorney General Benjamin

Civiletti whose unmitigating support for terrorism is

evidenced by his release of the four Puerto Rican

terrorists who shot up Congress in 1954 and his removal

of the Weatherunderground from the FBI investigations

and their Klan and Nazi "assailants" were merely

outbreak of domestic terrorism that was drafted at the
Jerusalem Conference on Terrorism last July and di

rected through such terrorist-coordinating agencies as

the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith and the
Institute for Policy Studies.

While investigators have so far failed to locate the

list. His recent pronouncements on cracking down on

"smoking gun" that could be used to bring leaders of

hoax. In fact, Civiletti's moves at this point will only

to murder, a trail of evidence, leading directly to these

the Iranian students amounts to nothing short of a

the ADL and IPS before a court of justice as accessories

further the terrorist deployment.

agencies' doors, has been developed by looking into the

the names publicly, to clearly identify the forces re

persons on both sides of the shoot-out.

his brethren in the Muslim Brotherhood, then the
chances for reversing the situation will slip out of our

Nazis arrested for alleged complicity in the Greensboro

-Paul Goldstein

Nazi groups known to be controlled by paid agents of

Unless there is a concerted political effort to name

sponsible for the present crisis, namely Brzezinski and

reach.

background of individuals known to be associated with
The White Alliance, to which the 15 Klansmen and

murder all belong, is a Southern-based, right-wing

umbrella group that is closely linked to other Klan

the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith. Among

these affiliated groups is the Pennsylvania Klavern of

the Confederation of Independent Orders of the invis

ible Empire, whose Grand Dragon, Ray Doerfler, was

in regular contact with those White Alliance members
arrested for the Greensboro murders.

Doerfler is currently raising a legal defense fund for

the arrested Klansmen. But, in an interview last week

with an EI R investigator, Doerfler made statements
which indicate that his involvement goes far deeper:

"We support our boys ... Look, we taught them how

to kill Communists ... It ("racial" violence) has begun.
We can't restrain people ... If it was up here, there

would be a lot more of them dead. Our boys are better
shots."

James Rosenberg

Incredibly, the man whom Doerfler has publicly named

as "the brains" behind his Klan outfit, James Rosen
berg (a.k.a. "Jimmy Mitchell"), is a self-admitted, paid

agent of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
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and a non-commissioned officer in Israeli military in

telligence. Rosenberg, who currently resides in Doer

fler's Moore.dille, Pa. home, returned to the U.S.

recently frod a tour of duty in Israel where he worked

Killers"composed of trained assassins recruited

through an extensive prison network associated with
the Aryan Brotherhood.

Sickle's case history dramatically illustrates the in

as a briefing and debriefing officer in a Holocaust

terchangeability of Klan and "anti-Klan" forces whom

Jewish Defense League. As EIR documented in a two

another.li1 197S EIR exposed Sickles as a central figure

June; Kahane was himself groomed by Air Force In

telligence's Joseph Churba and Maj. Gen. George Kee

PottstowQ,area of Pennsylvania that U.S. intelligence
sources held responsible for providing explosives to

works that heavily represented the U.S. at the Jerusalem

who carried out the Pontiac, Mich. bus bombings.

Center set up by Rabbi Mei Kahane, the founder of the

part series ("Zionists Tied to 'Nazi' Organizing") last

gan, who are both part of the Jesuit-Georgetown net

the ADL �nd IPS deploy as cannon fodder against one

in a gun- and drug-running operation in the Reading

both the Puerto Rican FALN and the KKK members

Conference on Terrorism where plans for a controlled,

Working closely with Sickles to oversee this operation

As the Rosenberg-Doerfler case highlights, there

the Communist Workers Party leaders (Jim Waller and

terrorist destabilization of the U.S. were drafted.

are two sorts of individuals who are members of the
right- and left-wing gangs that are used in staged
confrontations like that at Greensboro. In most cases
these gang members are mere dupes who joined such

political cults either through a depraved sense of self or

was a Dr. Stephen Levin, a former colleague of two of
Dr. Michael Nathans) murdered at Greensboro. All

three were former members of a radical doctors collec

tive which ran the Detoxification Center at Lincoln
Hospital in New York. Lincoln Detox was exposed in
1974 as the place where the cop-killing Black Liberation

through "Clockwork Orange" behavior modification

Army was created.

handful of conscious agents from groups like the ADL,

Jim Wall4b

from foreign intelligence agencies. Playing on the pro

known as "Blackbeard") has himself been identified by

programs. Nested among these maleable dupes are a
IPS, or, even, as the case of Rosenberg documents,

filed belief structure of whatever group they are at
tached to, it is relatively easy for them to deploy large

CWP Central Committee member Jim Waller (also

law enforcement sources in Greensboro as playing a
major!igerit provocateur role in events leading up to

numbers of dupes in line with intelligence-operation

the shootout. As the head of a medical team during the

Rosenberg's modus operandi in orchestrating earlier

at Wounded Knee, South Dakota and, later, as< the

boro. In March, 1978, Rosenberg was implicated in a

mills, Waller was an expert in the use of confrontation

"scenarios."

"racial" clashes precisely parallels events in Greens

plot to provoke Doerfler's Klan unit into bombing the
Trenton, N.J. headquarters of the NAACP. Again, in

July, 1978, Rosenberg was named by right-wing sources

as the key figure behind a planned clash between Klan

FBI confron�ation with the American Indian Movement

ringleader 'of several wildcat strikes in Southern textile

tactics.

In the. days preceeding the "Death to the Klan"

rally,

Waller had

CWP members brought in from New

York to distribute leaflets denouncing the Klan as

and "anti-Klan" forces in Jamesburg, N.J. Rosenberg

"swine'," "scum," etc. and daring them to appear at the

in this "one man riot," but he operated as a provocateur

and the Justice Department are in possession of film

Progressive Labor Party (PLP), and the International

minutes: before the shootings, dragging citizens out of

not only organized Doerfler's Pa. Klavern to take part
within the ranks of the Jewish Defense League, the

rally. U.S. intelligence sources report that both NBC

which shows the CWPers in a virtual rampage IS
.

Committee Against Racism, a �LP front that he mo

cars, and committing similar provocative acts. And,

level with that in Greensboro was only narrowly averted

members who fired the first shots!

personnel as they attempted to enter the town.

in-in

bilized to confront the right-wingers. Violence on a
when the Klansmen were detained by law enforcement

these film· records reportedly show that it was CWP
The full story on the Greensboro murders is not yet

large

mea su re

because of the security blanket

William Sickles

that was immediately thrown over the event by Benja
min Civiletti's Justice Department. Nonetheless, the

provocateur and close links to the White Alliance

associl!ted with both sides of the Greensboro shootout

William

eruption of "racial" violence, but from the deliberate

Another individual with a lengthy record as an agent

members arrested in Greensboro and to Doerfler is
Sickles,

Imperial

Wizard

of

the

Adamic

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, and also leader of several

other right-wing terrorist groups. At the center of

Sickle's Klan group is a so-called "Korp of Konvict
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evidence available from the known record of many

indicate that it did not result from a spontaneous
provocations of agents of the Anti-Defamation League

of B'naiB'rith
and
similar agencies.
.
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